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Brookers Alternative Dispute 

Resolution Precedents is 

a subscription service. It is 

typically updated two times a 

year to take account of changes 

to legislation, developments in 

the law and other matters.

STANDARD PRICE

(GST NOT INCLUDED)

Standard annual licence fee

(1–5 users) $598.

Please note that this is a

standard entry-level price and 

may be varied if there are more 

users or if customers enter into an 

Information Supply Agreement

with Thomson Reuters.

CONTENTS

Introduction to Alternative Dispute Resolution

• Summary

• Background

Arbitration

• Background

• Current arbitration practice

• Appealing a decision

• Enforcement

• Arbitration protocol

• Factors for and against arbitration

• Checklists, forms and precedents for use in 

preliminary arbitration matters

Applications to the Court

• What application?

• Which Court?

• Which Procedure?

• Forms and precedents for use during arbitration 

process

Mediation

• Background

• Factors for and against mediation

• Mediation processes

• Mediation agreements

• The need to act in good faith

• Procedure at mediation

• Confi dentiality

• Protocols for the conduct of mediation

• Model Clauses

DELIVERY FORMATS

Brookers Alternative Dispute Resolution Precedents is available 

on Westlaw NZ and on CD-Rom.

RELATED PRODUCTS FROM THOMSON REUTERS

Alert24: Alternative Dispute Resolution

Alternative Dispute Resolution Cases

Green & Hunt on Arbitration Law and Practice

Brookers Alternative Dispute                 

Resolution Precedents is a self-contained 

collection of checklists, forms and 

precedents and practical advice on  

alternative methods of resolving 

disputes and avoiding litigation.

The accompanying commentary gives a excellent 

summary of the ambit of alternative dispute resolution 

and its two main components (arbitration and 

mediation).

The experienced author team also includes relevant 

precedents (including third party materials) for the 

inclusion of alternative dispute resolution clauses in 

contracts, as well as standard forms for setting up an 

alternative dispute resolution process.

The commentary has a highly practical focus. Links 

to appropriate documents, forms and precedents are 

supplemented with information on how (and where) to 

fi nd an arbitrator or mediator.

Our legally-qualifi ed in-house editorial team ensures 

all information and documents are kept up-to-date and 

will always conform to the current law or changes in 

business practice.

EASILY CUSTOMISABLE

Each title in the Brookers Precedents series consists of 

a collection of documents which can be used with MS 

Word 97 or higher. The software enables you to insert 

commonly-used information only once (eg, names, dates 

and addresses) and each form will be automatically 

completed.

• Customised software guides you through each section 

which needs to be completed.

• Use the software to reformat documents to meet your 

particular needs. Add your logo – and automatically 

renumber paragraphs if necessary.
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• Barbara Hunt, Barrister, Auckland.
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FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information, to trial 

or order Thomson Reuters 

products and services, please 

contact your Account Manager 

or our Customer Care team at 

service@thomsonreuters.co.nz

or 0800 10 60 60
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PO Box 43

Wellington 6140
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Information is current as at July 2012. 

Your Account Manager will advise you of any changes.

The Brookers Precedents series is a collection of precedents and guidelines necessary for legal practice in different 

areas of the law. Authored and maintained by a team of expert legal practitioners and our own in-house legal editors, 

each title provides a comprehensive set of customisable documents on specialised areas of legal practice.

Information included in each title:

• Statutory forms;

• Authored precedents;

• Specifi c clauses to add to documents;

• Removable editorial notes to explain various sections within a document;

• Checklists;

• Sample letters;

• Plain English procedural commentary.

Titles in the Brookers Precedents series are as follows:

• Alternative Dispute Resolution Precedents

• Banking and Finance Precedents

• Civil Litigation Precedents

• Company Precedents

• Copyright Precedents

• Criminal Precedents

• Employment Precedents

• Family Precedents

• Fisheries Precedents

• Franchising Precedents

• Information Technology Contracts Precedents

• Mergers, Acquisitions and Takeovers Precedents

• Partnerships and Joint Ventures Precedents

• Patents Precedents

• Personal Grievances Precedents

• Property Precedents

• Resource Management Precedents

• Rural Property Precedents

• Sale and Purchase of a Business Precedents

• Sale of Liquor Precedents

• Trade Marks Precedents

• Trusts Precedents

• Wills and Estates Precedents

All products and services purchased from us are subject to the Brookers Terms and Conditions of Trade. 

These are available from any representative of Thomson Reuters, or may be accessed on the internet at                                       

www.thomsonreuters.co.nz.

We provide licences to use our online and CD products and services. This entitles customers to retain and use the 

information for the term covered by the licence fee. Termination of the licence fee by either party removes the right of 

access.

Thomson Reuters has been publishing and updating information on New Zealand law since 1910. Thomson Reuters 

is the world’s leading source of intelligent information for businesses and professionals and is New Zealand’s 

leading provider of legal and regulatory information and workfl ow tools. The company maintains two offi ces, with 

its headquarters in Wellington and another offi ce in Auckland. Our team of account managers, electronic product 

trainers and technical support staff is based in Auckland, Christchurch, Dunedin, Hamilton and Wellington to provide 

New Zealand-wide coverage.
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